Abstract-In this paper, we evaluate and compare the quality and structure of roadmaps constructed from parallelizing sampling-based motion planning algorithms against that of roadmaps constructed using sequential planner. Also, we make an argument and provide experimental results that show that motion planning problems involving heterogenous environments (common in most realistic and large-scale motion planning) is a natural fit for spatial subdivision-based parallel processing. Spatial subdivision-based parallel processing approach is suited for heterogeneous environments because it allows for local adaption in solving a global problem while taking advantage of scalability that is possible with parallel processing.
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attempts to adjacent regions, we increase computation locality and minimize inter-process communication overhead, enabling a scalable result and better performance compared to previous methods.
While our previous work employs the standard sequential planners as underlying motion planning algorithms, we expect that the resulting roadmap would be structurally different than would be constructed sequentially. In this work, we carry out experimental evaluation of our algorithms to study both the structural difference and their impacts on the solutions to motion planning problems. Also, we make an argument and provide experimental results that show that motion planning problems involving heterogenous environments (common in most realistic and large-scale motion planning) is a natural fit for spatial subdivisionbased parallel processing. For heterogeneous environment problems, we extend our previous work by classifying each subdivided regions and then adaptively apply appropriate sampler and connector in each region. We apply local adaptation (in homogeneous subproblems) to solving a global heterogeneous problems. Our experimental results show that this parallelized adaptive approach constructs better roadmap compared to a sequential planner.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a background to motion planning and related work. In Section III, we review our strategies for parallelizing sampling-based motion planning algorithms. In Section IV, we present discussion on evaluation metrics used in our experimental study. We present experimental results and discusion on homogeneous problems in Section V. We make a case and provide experimental results that show that motion planning problems involving heterogenous environments is a natural fit for spatial subdivision-based parallel processing in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK A. Preliminaries
Motion planning problem is the problem of finding a valid path for a movable object starting from a specified start configuration to a goal configuration in an environment [3] . A single configuration is specified in terms of the movable object's d independent parameters or degrees of freedom (DOF). The set of all possible configurations defines a configuration space (C space ) [3] , [14] . C space is partitioned into two sets: C f ree (the set of all feasible configurations) and C obstacle (the set of all infeasible configurations). Motion planning then becomes the problem of finding a continuous sequence of points in C f ree that connects the start and the goal configurations.
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A complete solution to the motion planning problem is impractical, computationally intensive and has been proved to be PSPACE-hard with an upper bound that is exponential in the movable object's DOFs [3] , [14] . Due to the infeasibility of complete motion planning algorithms, approximate solutions such as sampling-based methods are used in practice. Approximate solutions trade completeness for efficiency. Sampling-based motion planning algorithms in particular, have been highly successful at solving previously unsolved problems [3] , [8] .
B. Related Work
For more than two decades, researchers have proposed and studied different kinds of sampling-based motion planning algorithms. We examined some that are closely related to our work. In [6] , Hsu et al. presented mathematical foundation as to why sampling-based planners work well in practice. Other works have identified inherent limitations in sampling-based planners which have led to variants of the original basic planning algorithm [3] . The PhD thesis of Roland Geraerts [5] examined in detail the quality analysis of sampling-based planner's roadmap. His work gave the background understanding of relative importance of roadmap construction as well as analysis of resulting paths from query processing of a given roadmap graph. We leverage on some of the roadmap quality metrics proposed in Geraerts' work. To the best of our knowledge, there have been few works evaluating structural differences of sampling-based motion planning roadmaps. Notable among such work is the PhD thesis of Marco Morales [10] . We leverage on some of the roadmap structural properties proposed in Morales' work. Nevertheless, we are not aware of any research work in studying and comparing quality and structure of roadmap generated by sequential sampling-based planner to that generated by distributed sampling-based planner.
III. STRATEGY FOR PARALLELIZING SAMPLING-BASED MOTION PLANNING ALGORITHMS
In our previous work [7] , we proposed a scalable strategy for parallelizing sampling-based motion planning. We give a general overview of that strategy to put the current work in perspective. We also present a discussion on the reasons for the underlying difference between roadmap generated by sequential planners as against that generated by parallel planners.
A. Overview
Central to the method proposed in our previous work is the subdivision of the planning space into regions. These regions are assigned to processors to work on as subproblems. Solutions to each sub-problem are later combined to form a solution to the entire problem. By subdividing the space, we increase computation locality and minimize inter-process communication overhead, enabling a scalable result and better execution time performance compared to previous methods. The overall strategy can be summarized in four steps, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Parallel Sampling-based Motion Planning
Input: An environment E, number of regions N R Output: A roadmap graph G 1: Decompose E into N R regions 2: Make a region graph R = (V R , E R ) with V R and E R representing each region and adjacency information between regions, respectively 3: Independently and in parallel, construct roadmaps in each region using sequential planners 4: Connect regional roadmaps in adjacent regions to form a roadmap G for the entire problem
In the first step, we subdivide a given environment into regions using the geometric information of the planning space. Next, we make a region graph, an abstraction that represents relationships between regions. In general, the vertices of the region graph represent the regions and the edges encode adjacency information between regions. Having subdivided the planning space into regions, we independently construct subgraphs in each region using appropriate sequential planners, and then, we connect adjacent regional subgraphs to form a single roadmap. The region graph is the enabling infrastructure facilitating the process of connecting the regional subgraphs. The region graph infrastructure aids identification of adjacent regions between which connections are attempted. In this way, communication is only limited to adjacent regions.
B. Roadmap Graph Properties
Our framework for parallelizing sampling-based motion planning as described in previous subsection employs sequential sampling-based planner in solving motion planning problems. However, it is expected that there will be structural differences in the roadmap graph generated by the sequential planner and our spatial subdivision-based parallel planner. The resulting roadmap graph structures will not be identical. The structure is impacted by both node (configuration) generation as well as the connection between each configuration and its neighbors. The difference in node generation results from the fact that different processes will a pick random configuration in C space differently, but this is not critical, since, for probabilistic completeness, how sampling is done is less important compared to the denseness of the sampling sequence [6] . The more important issue that may impact the structure of the graph is edge connection or distribution. A critical component of the node connection phase of samplingbased motion planning is the nearest neighbor search. The spatial subdivision affects how neighbors are selected which thus impacts the resulting edges and structure of the graph. As an illustration, consider the picture shown in Figure 1a ; for the query point shown in red, the three nearest neighbors are shown in green. In Figure 1b , the C space is now subdivided into two regions. Because of this subdivision, the three nearest neighbors points (in green) to the query point (in red) have now changed. This change will impact the structure of the graph. Depending on the environment and ratio of the sample set to the neighbor set, the resulting edges and diameter could be longer or shorter.
For the two reasons highlighted above, the roadmap graph built by concurrent processes exploring separate regions of the planning space cannot be identical to the one built by a sequential planner with or without spatial subdivision. Knowing this fact, we will next explore the differences and its impact on the quality of the resulting roadmap. 
IV. EVALUATION METRICS
For the remainder of the paper, we focus on analysis of the quality and structure of roadmap generated using the strategy described in Section III. First, we present some foundation and background of the evaluation metrics to be used in our experimental study.
A. Number of Edges
We consider the number of edges generated for a roadmap graph to be an important measure of the quality of the roadmap graph. In general, the number of edges is indicative of the connectivity and structure of the roadmap graph. Roadmap graphs with more edges tend to be better connected and are likely to have smaller diameters. Therefore, it is important that we consider the number of edges as a primary roadmap quality metric.
Given a roadmap graph G(V, E) of V vertices and a connection method that attempts to connect the k closest or random neighbors to each vertex v ∈ V , an upper bound on the number of edges E using a sequential planner is:
Our proposed parallel algorithm will yield a roadmap graph with an upper bound on the number of edges as:
where E R is the number of edges in the region graph and k is the number of closest pair connections made between adjacent regions.
If the number of edges is a measure of roadmap quality, then we expect that the roadmap generated using parallelism and spatial subdivision to be of higher quality because:
In the above, we assume that each k or k identified neighbor or resulting edge connection is unique. This may not be the case if the edges are not unique, a condition which may occur if V is low and k or k is high. Typically, k is a constant and is normally very low compared to V [3] , [9] , so our assumption is emperically valid. Also, selecting unique random neighbors increases the possibility that the resulting edge connection is unique. While selecting closest neighbors is the defacto standard in motion planning algorithms, it is not uncommon to explore random neighbor selection [1] , [12] , [13] . In fact, some studies have shown that random neighbor selection does improve roadmap quality [9] .
B. Coverage
Coverage is a measure of node distribution and reachability [5] of a roadmap graph. Given a configuration c ∈ C f ree , we define coverage of c as the subset of C f ree F that is visible from c:
The coverage of a set S = c 1 , c 2 , ...., c n can be defined as the union of the coverage of the set elements:
The roadmap graph G(V, E) is said to cover the C f ree when each configuration c ∈ C f ree can be connected using the local planner to at least one node v ∈ V [5] . The higher the coverage, the better the roadmap should be.
C. Connectivity
Connectivity is a measure of how well a roadmap graph is connected or how close it is in representing the connectivity of C f ree . One common way to compute the connectivity of a graph is to define connections between a pair of nodes (v, v ) in the graph. A pair of nodes is said to be connectible if a local planner could find a path between them. The roadmap graph G(V, E) is said to be maximally connected if for all pairs of nodes (v, v ) ∈ V , if there exists a path in C f ree between v and v , then there exists a path in G between v and v [5] .
D. Number and Size of Connected Components
The number and size of the connected components (CC) is another useful metric, particularly in our work in which the planning space is subdivided into regions and regions are assigned to processors with the task of constructing roadmap in each region. In this scenario, without regional roadmap connection, we could end up with a number of connected components that equals the number of regions. Even so, connecting the regional roadmaps must take place for complete solution. The number and size of the resulting CCs after region connection is a good way to measure how effective the region connection phase is as well as a measure of the overall quality of the final roadmap. The number of CCs of the roadmap graph should represent the topology of the underlying C f ree as much as possible. Typically, the fewer the connected components the better the quality of the generated roadmap graph.
E. Witness Query Processing
While not a sufficient metric for evaluating the quality of roadmap, witness query processing is still a common way to do such evaluation. The motion planning problem is considered solved when a movable object starting at an initial configurations reaches its final or goal configuration. A practical way to validate this is to use the witness query processing metric.
F. Diameter
The diameter is an important metric to understanding the structure of the roadmap graph [10] . Commonly defined as the length of the shortest path between two extreme nodes in a graph, the diameter of a graph gives us more insight into the underlying changes in the roadmap graph construction. It is an indication of how long paths in the roadmap graph would be. While it may be sufficient to keep track of the diameter of the largest connected component in the graph sometimes it is useful to track other connected components as well.
G. Page (Node) Rank
PageRank [2] is a popular algorithm for computing the relative importance of nodes in a graph. It was made popular by web graphs but could be used with any graph. PageRank (P R) or NodeRank is used here to understand how node or vertices with higher ranks could impact the shortest path, diameter, or overall structural properties of roadmap graph. A larger diameter could mean that there is a node of higher P R on the critical path. This node then becomes a "must − pass − through" node in the graph and could become a bottleneck if a shorter path is desired.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Setup
Our experimental studies were carried out on a wide range of motion planning problems as depicted in the environments shown in Figure 2 . These environments, represent the class of enviroments that are commonly used as motion planning benchmarks. Unless otherwise stated, each experiment was averaged over 5 runs. We keep the number of sample generated fixed at 800 nodes and number of regions at 2 per processor while varying the processor counts from 1 to 4.
B. Experimental Results
1) Free Environment:
Our first experiment was conducted in a free environment modeled as a 50 × 30 × 50 unit box without obstacles as shown in Figure 2 (a). The movable object was a rigid cube robot of 2 × 1 × 2 units. The result for our first experiment is shown in Figure 3 . Each quality metric is normalized to its equivalent result using sequential planner. For most of the metrics, we observed that the parallel roadmap graph is at par with the sequential roadmap graph. Parallel graph has more edges than the sequential, this observation is in tune with the explanation in Section IV-A. Also, we observed that the sequential planner generated a graph of smaller diameter compared to the parallel planner. This observation led us to assert that even though both the sequential and parallel roadmap are closely related using different metrics, they are somewhat structurally different.
To better understand the reason and the nature of these structural differences, we compute the average and standard deviation of all the shortest paths. We expect that the average shortest path will give a clearer picture than just computing the approximate diameter (the longest of all the shortest paths). We also compute the page (node or vertex) rank for all the vertices in the graph to identify which are the most prominent of all the vertices as we subdivide the space. The results for both shortest paths and page (node) rank are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , respectively. Figure 4 shows that the overall average shortest paths reduces with an increase in regions, similar as to what was observed with the diameter evaluation. We compute the page (node) rank for every nodes in the graph and observed that the nodes are ranked differently as the C space is recursively subdivided. This difference is fundamental to the difference we observed in other metrics, and among other things, impacts the structural difference in the graph. For instance, the diameter will be different as the shortest path algorithms traverse the graph, i.e., the diameter could be shorter or longer depending on the ranks of the nodes on the longest shortest path. Figure 5 shows a frequency distributions of node ranks for one and four regions. We observed that the frequency distributions are not uniform. This non-uniform distribution has a potential impact on the diameter of the graph and the graph structural properties in general.
2) 2D Clutter Environment: Our second experiment was conducted in a 2D clutter environment (shown in Figure 2(b) ). In this and subsequent experiments, we are interested in understanding the quality of parallel roadmap graph when obstacles are present in an environment. We observed similarity in most of the evaluation metrics comparing the parallel and the sequential graphs. Results from our experiment are shown in Figure 6 . The noticeable exceptions are in the diameter and the number and size of the connected components. While there is a close similarity in the diameter of the largest connected components (shown in the plot), we observed that the sum of the diameters of the parallel roadmap graph is at most 1.9× that of the sequential roadmap graph. Even though, the average edge lengths for parallel and sequential graphs are closely matched, we observed that the maximum edge length of the parallel graph is about 3× that of the sequential graph. This observation could possibly explain the difference in the sum of the diameters for both graphs.
3) 3D Clutter Environment: The third experiment was conducted in a large and uniformly cluttered enviroment with dimensions 512 × 512 × 512 unit. The environment has a total of 216 obstacles, each of size 2 × 64 × 64 unit Figure 2(c) . Each of the evaluation metrics previously discussed were evaluated against the roadmap graph generated using sequential planner. We observed that most quality metrics for both sequential and parallel (almost) matched. The parallel planner mapped the space with a single connected component. The sequential planner computed a roadmap that has two connected components. The parallel graph also has more edges compared to the sequential graph. We observed that the diameter of the parallel graphs are much longer than the sequential graphs. One way to explain this could be that there are longer edges in the longest shortest path of the parallel roadmap graphs compared to sequential roadmap graphs. This could be a fair assumption, further experiment shows that the average edge lengths of both graphs are almost the same, but the maximum edge lengths of the parallel graph ranges from 2.6× to 4.6× of the sequential graph. 
4) Maze Environment:
The fourth environment we studied was a 3D maze environment shown in Figure 2(d) . The results for each metric were normalized against results from sequential planner as shown in Figure 8 . We observed that for many of the evaluation metrics, the results are similar to or at par with roadmaps generated by the sequential planner. Both parallel and sequential planners built graphs with similar coverage, connectivity, and with the ability to solve witness queries. The observable differences are in the number and size of the connected components as well as the diameter of the graphs. The parallel graph made 1.5× to 2.5× the number of connected components (CCs) compared to the sequential planner. However, the size of the largest CC varies a little more on 4 processors and a little less on 2 processors. Given that there is more than one CC for both sequential and parallel graphs, we evaluate the diameter of the graph for both the largest connected component (max diameter) and the sum of the diameter for all non-singleton connected components. We observed that the roadmap graphs generated using our subdivision-based parallel processing framework have larger diameters. In a difficult environment such as the 3-D maze we could reduce the number of connected components using other region connection methods that are known to work well in expanding connected components in difficult environment [11] .
VI. HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT : A NATURAL FIT
FOR SPATIAL SUBDIVISION AND PARALLELISM The heterogeneous environment underscores the importance of motion planning in a real-world scenario. Most realistic environments for motion planning problems are not homogenous. Rather, they are composed of subproblems that may be homogeneous. These types of heterogeneous environments are a natural fit for our proposed framework. There have been many different motion planning algorithms that extend the original basic planning algorithms [3] . These algorithms focus on dealing with particular instances of motion planning problems using different heuristics. For instance, Obstacle-Based PRM (OBPRM) [17] uses information about the obstacle space to deal with narrow passage problems, or Medial-Axis PRM (MAPRM) [16] is effective when clearance from obstacles is needed. Likewise, many studies have considered region identification and adaptive planning [15] . Adaptive planning identifies and maps appropriate sampling techniques to a region of an heterogenous enviroment.
We leverage on the idea of region classification and adaptive planning to underline the significance of our framework. The idea of adaptive sampling which researchers have proposed over the years will find usefulness in our spatial subdivision parallel framework. Motion planning problems involving heterogeneous environments are a natural fit for our proposed framework; such problems are large-scale and are suitable for spatial subdivision methods. Moreover, using our approach on a large-scale heterogeneous problems benefits from the scalability that is possible with parallel processing.
A. Adaptive Sampling and Connection
We apply the work in [4] , [15] to identify regions so as to map appropriate samplers to a region and to also adaptively select appropriate neighbor selection method for node connection in a region. In Algorithm 2, we show a modified version of the original parallel algorithm presented in Section III. The overall approach is still essentially the same but differs in two ways. First, a region classification subroutine is applied after region construction, prior to roadmap construction. Second, the roadmap construction uses adaptive node connection (ANC) algorithm [4] for node connection. Sequel to region graph construction and prior to roadmap construction, we classify each region as either free, blocked, narrow, surface, transition or unknown. As part of region classification, an appropriate sampling method is mapped to the region based on the region type. This sampling method will be used in construting a regional roadmap in the regional roadmap construction phase. G ← ConstructRegionalRoadmap(v, v sampler ) 6: end for 7: for all e ∈ E par do 8:
G ← ConnectRegionalRoadmap(e source , e target ) 9: end for To identify a given region, we applied the entropy-based region classification model proposed in [15] . The entropybased model classifies a region based on a measure of disorder of the training samples (configurations) in the region. This measure is based on a validity test of the training samples. Each region could be potentially classified to have high or low entropy. For instance, regions containing samples that are completely free (valid) or completely blocked (invalid) are considered to have low entropies. Regions with a mixture of both free and blocked samples are considered to have high entropies. Regions with high entropies are also likely to be classified as narrow, transition or surface. Further refinement may be required in most cases and this could involve further sampling beyond the initial coarse sampling before a decision on the type of a region is made. This refinement improves the fidelity of the classifier.
B. Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results that show the significance of parallel spatial subdivision planning for heterogenous environments. The environments used in this experiment are shown in Figure 9 . Each of the environments shown is a combination of different homogeneous environments ranging from free, clutter, narrow passage, to blocked. In all the three environments, queries must traverse through difcult heterogeneous regions of narrow passages and clutter.
For the experiments reported here, we subdivide the environments into 16 regions and apply the region classification algorithm to classify each region and map a suitable sampler to each region. Information about the sampler to use are stored as part of the region properties in the region graph. This information is later used in regional roadmap construction phase.
We evaluate the quality of roadmaps constructed using our framework against roadmaps constructed by the sequential algorithms. In comparing with the sequential planner, we used each of the three sampling strategies that is contained in set of samplers for parallel planners (e.g., Uniform PRM (UniformPRM), Obstacle-based PRM (OBPRM), and Medial-axis PRM (MAPRM)). Our approach (PSBMP) uses all of the sampling strategies in an adaptive manner (i.e., it adaptively selects which sampler is appropriate for each region). In the node connection phase, the adaptive node connection strategy (ANC) was used. The adaptive node connection strategy adaptively selects an appropriate connector for each region after it has "learnt" which connector is suitable for the region.
In the Het1 environment, we observed a superior performance of our approach (PSBMP) across almost all metrics in comparison to the sequential versions. The reason for this superior performance can be explained in two ways. First, mapping an appropriate node generation method to each region improves the quality of samples generated because of the inherent advantage of applying an appropriate node generation method to the region. The second issue is the benefit of using an adaptive node connection (ANC) method. This benefit comes from the fact that the heterogeneous environment is already subdivided into almost homogeneous regions. Therefore, it was easier for ANC to quickly learn an appropriate connector for the region leading to an increase in number of edges and better connectivity. This is not the case with the sequential planner without spatial subdivision, thus the learning process using the sequential planner without subdivision incurs more penalty than reward leading to possibly lower edge counts and relatively poor connectivity. The result from this experiment is shown in Figure 10(a) . From the figure, we observed that our approach (PSBMP) made more edges than Uniform PRM and OBPRM, and fewer connected components than OBPRM, and MAPRM. PSBMP produces roadmap graphs with better connectivity and shorter diameter than other methods. We observed similar trend in the Het2 and Het3 environments (results shown in Figure 10 (b) and Figure 10 (c) respectively). Our results indicate that PSBMP has superior performance across almost all metrics of interest in all the three heterogeneous environments.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present roadmap quality analysis of a scalable method for parallelizing sampling-based motion planning algorithms. We evaluate and compare the quality and structure of roadmap graphs constructed using a spatial subdivision-based parallel planner to graphs constructed using sequential planner on a wide range of motion planning problems. In homogeneous problems, we observe that the quality of parallel graphs is comparable to sequential graphs. In heterogeneous problems, we observe that the spatial subdivision-based parallel planner has superior performance across almost all quality metrics of interest. 
